
e 4

and then to a peak of 86 perclint in 1920. Thereafter the percsntage of

men increased-gradually, accelerating chr:ing the Depression of the 1930s

but dropping again during World War II. Since World II, the proportiOn

of women in public Achool teaching has dropped; in 1978, they constituted
$

about two-thirds of All public school-teachers.
6

Thus, there his been

considerable fluctuation in the sexual composition of the teaching force.

These nationwide fig:Ards mask, moreover, important regional and

rural -urban variations. In 1870, for example, men were still a majority

of teachers in 26 states. Urban Washington, D.C., tad a teaching force

' that was 92 percent femalet_while adjacent Virkinia had men in 65 percent

of its teaching positions. In 1880 in California, woman were 66 percent -

of all public school personnel (including principals), but in San Francisco

they made up 92.percent of all publiC school personnel. Another source of

variability in sex composition was'ihe level:at which teachers taught;

women tended to monopolize the primary grades, while men appeared moat

frequently in the upper grades and the high schools.

Thus we'see the sexual composition of teaching, not as some ineluctable

0

and unilinear evolution; but as a set of historical puzzles. How and-why

did women enter public school teaching in the nineteenth century? What

A.

were the sources of the variability'in the sec ratio? Why did-men persist
1

as teachers even'though they cost more than women? And why di'd men con-

e, tinue nearly to monopolize key administrative positions? Why did the

proportion of males increase after World War II at all levels of the system?

As the sex composition of educational employment has changed and changed

again, what have been the'imiacts on the occupation and on the school as

"44
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.
In this report we ask: How and why did women.enter public school

.
/

teaching? Why did men remain in public education as teachers in the

upper grades and as managers even after elementary teachirg became almost

a female monopoly? What impact did the sex composition of teaching have on

the occupation and on the school as a' social organization? How much has ,

sexual asymmetry changed mince 1940, and what are the mspects for the

future?

,

We raise the qui z in this way because we believe thae'gender

offers one of the fun' . 61 ways in whled people organize' social reality,

as important a category of analysis as class or race or age. To know the

sex of a typical child in past or present is already to know much about

how that person would be'likely to participate in the sexual structuring

Of.power, prestige, and opportunity and how she or he would be shaped by

cultural norms Al behavior. In describing gender es a fundamental organiz-

ing principle of society we do not subscribe either.te the genetic

determinism of some sociobiologists or to the voluntaristic optimism of

some social psychologists who think that the differences between men and

women result from "roler" that can be changed like a script in a play by

reformfng early socialization or by training women to be more assertive.

We see the sexual structuring of society as something more tractable than

genes and more resistant to reform than roles. We see differentiation by

sex as deeply emedded.in the history of male and female participation in

the economy, in changes in cultural norms for women's behavior, in the

development of the family, and in the evolution of other social organiza-

tions such as schools.
1
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The'sexual structuring of society is so pervasive -- cutting across

divisions of class, race and age -- that it has often been taken for granted

or deliberately slighted by those who stood to benefit, from eOstkng arrange-

.ments. In recent years, however, many scholars have attempted Co reconceptu-

alize American history by attending to gender. Labor economists have studied

how and why women have been and are segregated to a large degree in the

... 'workforce and why they, like blacks, have tended over time to earn 'only

f,

about three-fifths of the wages of white males. They have explored why

the demand for women in sex-labeled jobs has increased and how e;tploylrs

3

have dipped at Critical junctures into different segment of the massive

reserve pool of workers represented by women, both single and

married.
2 Recently, social historians and sociologists have disputed the

traditional separation of scholarly study of the family and the workplace,

and they have insisted that women's work.in the market economy must be

linked to changes in family, demography, and life-cycle, not treated as

3
a separate world. Cultural historians have illuminated how the nineteenth

century doctrine of domesticity drew boundaries around "woman's sphere" and

justified limited female participation in work and public life outside the

family. Such cultural belief systems help to explain.the connections be-

tween family and women's work and Cae configurations of opportunity and

exclusion in employment for women.
4 Although artifacts of society At par-

ticular times and places, these beliefs and behavior patterns carried great

apalrity, for, as Erving Coffman writes, "gender, in close connection with

age grade, lays down more, perhaps, than class or other social divisions

an understanding of what our ultimate nature ought to be and how and where

this nature ought to be exhibited."5

4
.%
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In this report we examine the,sexual structuring of eMployment in

public; education, focusing esp- eCially on the years from 1840 to 1980.

We have drawn on the work of economists, sociologists and historians in

an attempt to achieve an interdisciplinary understdnding of this phenomenon.

We seek to link together into an integrated argument four major factors:

labor supply and--demand forces, cultural values, organizational changes,

and changes in the fanny. We see ,these influences not.as*ningie parsi-

monious explanations, nor as coveting hypotheses, but as interpretations

that nest, like Chinese cups, one within another. We concentrate primarily

on the argument thatvseeks to integrate these different kinds of enplane-

tions.

It would'be easy to conclude that it was somehow "inevitable" that

public school teaching became largely women's work while males continued

to manage the enterprise, yet we lnvnt from this way of taking it for

anted. Duringthe,co lonial period, men dominated teact;ing in public

institutions (the definition of "public,".it should be pointed out, was

far more comprehensive than at present, including many institutions that

today would be called "private"). Well into the twentieth century men

'continued to dominate teaching at all levels in certain other nations --

Prussia, for example. Beginning in the urbanized Northeast, women began

to become a majority df teachers in public schools in the middle decades

of the nineteenth century. By 1870, when national statistics were avail-

able for the first time, about 60 percent of teachers nationwide were

female. The percentage of women slowly increased to 70 pet'ceht in 1900
.e

e
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and then -to a peak of 86 percent in 1920. Thereafter the percsntage of

men increased-gradually, accelerating du.7ing the Depression of the 1930s

but dropping again during World War II. Since World II, the proportiOn

of women in public acLaol teaching has dropped; in 1978, they constituted

about two-thirds of all public school-teachers.
6 Thus, there his been

considerable fluctuation in the sexual composition of the teaching force.

These nationwide figtxrds mask, moreover, important regional and

rural-urban.variations, In 1870, for example, men were still a majority

of teachers in 26 states. Urban Washington, D.C., had a teaching force

that was 92 percent adjacent Virginia had men in 65 percent

of its teaching positions. In 1880 in California, woman were 66 percent -

of alb public school personnel (including principals), but in San Francisco

they made up 92 percent of all publiC school personnel. Another source of

variability in sex composition weethe level at which teachers taught;

women tended to monopolize the primary grades, while men appeared moat

frequently in the upper grades and the high schools.1

Thus we'see the sexual composition of'teaching, not as some ineluctable

and unilinear evolution; but as p set of historical puzzles. How and

did women enter public school teaching in the nineteenth century? What

were the sources of the variability'in the sec ratio? Why did-men persist

A I V

as teachers even"though they cost more than women? And why did men con-

tinue nearly to monopolize key administrative positions? Why did the

propOrtion of males increase after World War II at all levels of the system?

As the sex composition of educational employment has changed and changed

again, what have been the'imFacts on the occupation and on the school as

4'
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a social organization? What effects has gender had on, the development

of professional associations? In this essay we suggest some tentative

answers to these qiestlions. `

A -

II

We begin with an examination of some macro forces: supply and

demand inthe labor lerket for:testbers and wpm concurrent-changes in

6ultu:al values\affecting the employment df women as, teachers. Through-
,

. ' out most periods of American history there has been a strong demand for

,teachers. This has resulted from a ,combination of factors: a large in-
.

. crease in the absolute numbers of children and youth of achool age; a

rise in the percentage of pupils enrolled and of their average daily

attendance; steady extensions of the length of theschool term; very

high turnover of teachers,. especially in rural areas; and an overall de-

crease in class size. Umkil well into the twentieth century the people

who hired teachers did not set high educationastandards, but they typi-

cally required only that iritructors be,literate and'reasonably well versed

in f1 e.3Rs, of certified moral character (as determined by community standards

and often attested to by letters of reference), normally of native bird,,

and gene1ally possessing middle-class appearance and habits. Save for a

fe4 positions in the cities -- typically ,occupied, by males -- employers

sought only ropl willing to accept low.wages.
8

7
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On the supply side, where could such a labor force be found? In

an economy characterized by abundant -land in the West, expanding commercial'

and indu4 strial opportunities' in cities, and Career:. opening up in the
,

professions, mature males could generally ind other occupations that paid .

iC
more than teaching-and offered much greater long-term advancement. Young

men, especially during the winter-in rural communities. would sometimesbe

interested in teaching for a short term, generally as a stepping stone to

something else. College students working their way -.tough school or

... ... ,

farmers' sons, for example., might find even row pay attractive for a few

weeks' work. We shall explore these and other motivations of male teachers.

later in this essay.

School board,members did not usually want, however, to dip.down into

the social structure to hire mature men of lower status -- Irish CaCholis,

immigrants, for example, in tew England -- even though the wage scale in

teaching was often on a level with that of casual laborers who dug the

canals and built the railroads. They wanted to pay proletarian wages,

yet'keep teaching a white-collar occupation. Where could school-boards

turn to staff the burgeoning common schools of the 1840s and the 18500

One place tolook was among the growing reserve labor pool of literate,

middle class, single young women.
9

Fro% the beginning of American history women had always taught

young children, sometimes only in their own families and sometimes in

"dame schools" in which married or single women conducted small assess

in homes to teach ABCs to boys and girls'under about seven years. Through

a long and complex process females gained access first as students and then

as teachers to tax supported or private schools held outside the home. By
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the end of the eighteenth century young women: began to be hired to teach

little children ddring the summer term of the one-room schools near, their

'

homes. The transi from name school held in the home to one-room

school was a slight step, but a significant One.' The Pcellular" character

of American elementary education., ii which a single teacher instructs a

group of chiloken in the 3Ra all.dnY within the walls ofe single room,

continues to reflect something of its early origins. The one -room school

resembled in some waft the family farm. As girls gained access to formal

schooling, the literacy of women rose rapidly from the late colonial, period

to the,mid-ninlreenth century, e.:04cially in th4 North. This created a-
. 0 .

population of young women qualified by education gala morel character ta.

10
serve as school teachers..

Pioneers in women',s education like Emma Willard, Catharine Beecher,

,and.Nary Lyon publicized a rationale for training young women specifically

as teachers and fox hiring them to replace men, an that was later

voiced by common school crusaders like Horace Mann and Henry Barnard.

They claimed that women were by nature and God's designthe ideal teachers

of little children: nurturant, patient, able to understand young minds,

And exemplary i6 their moral.influenceon the rising generation.. To these

promoters teaching seated the millennial dream of a Protestanfrrepublican

society, dne in which women teachers could be missionaries of civilization.

. t
,

Recognizing how powerful was the "cult of true womanbood" -- indeed, pro-

moting it -- they did not argue that women sht14 be teachers instead of

t being mothers Rather, they argued that teaching prepared women to be

better'mothers and that it was but a'step from the pa4ental home to the

schoolhouse and.then back again to the conjugal home as wife and mother.

Endorsing the notion of a special sphere for women, the pioneer educators

9.



enlarged the domestic sphere to include the school -- and thereby helped

to create a market for the.graduates of their seminaries. Besides, as

they we:e quick to add, women were considerably cheaper to hire than were

men.
11

While -public and private schools were opening to females as students

and teachers, and as spokespeople were developing a rationale for dgploying

women, concurrent changes,in the family economy in New England and in,the

life cycle of young women further promoted the feminization of teaching.

In the yeais following the American Revolution daughters in farm families

were adding ash income taLthe family econoniy in a variety of ways. At

home they were beginning to do piece work -- braiding straw hats, sewing-
.

uppers of shoes, spinning cloth, and the like -- for commercial capitalists

who provided raw materials and paid families for finished goods. When
4

cctton mill owners sought young women to work as operatives, daughters of

farmers-went to towns on the Merrimac'River and worked and lived together

in supervised boarding houses. Some worked as domestics in other people's

'houses. ,And increasing'numbers worked as teachers, often alternating mill

work with instructing in country schools. They were excluded-from mosto

other lobs, which were reserved for men .12,

Teaching was thus,only one way in which young women were beginning

to,,,take part 4n the market economy, working for cash in the putting-out

.

e system of mercantile capitalism or directly for wages iR a nascent in-'

dustrial, society. As'David Allmendinger and Thomas Dublin have shown,

teaching and factory work enabled young women to contribute to, the family

economy or achieve some economic independence. while awaiting marriage --

or indeed, to be self-supporting in case they remained single.13 It is

10
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not accidental that school teaching'first became feminized. in the North-

east,where.inaustrIal capitalism first began its take-off Into sustained

growth. There'the factory system replaced certain portions, of traditional

household work, thereby lessening the need for domestic services of

daughters. Women began to work for wages outside the home. And finally,

an imbalance in the sex ratio created a pool of available educated female

workers in some communities:
14

Thus far the reasoning seems uncomplicated. Women were hired be-
.

cause there was higrdemand for literate and moral teachers at cheap
A

rices, Vecause, teachin g came to be seen as a legitimate part of women °s

sphere, and because women would work at lower wage than men. By this

s

reasoning one might expect that women would over time have become 100.

percent of public school teachers or that men would have been hired only

if they agreedto serve at the same wages as those paid to women. Both

of tRese expectations, however, proved false.
15

Men did remeln in teaching,

and within any particular labor market they received higher salaries

than those paid to women. Indeed, the story becomes more complex'the

closer one looks at it. Women teachers in city systems generally earned

more per month than men in rural schonik_systems. States that spent the

most per pupil for schools typically had the largest ratio of women (

teachers (in 1870 the.zero.Torder correlation between expenditures per

pupil and the percentage of female teachers, by state, was .67). It is

by no means clear whatis the causal direction -- if any -- between this

association of high costs and feminization. finally, the most telling

variable is the An. between male and female salaries, not the absolute

yalues; where the gap was greatest in the female/male salary ratio, there

one found the largest percent of women teachers.,
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One'place to Start in unrIveling this compltx story is to ask:

Where were the male teachers? During the latter nineteenth century they'

constituted about 30 percent 'of all public school teachers. Male teachers

appeared in largest numbers in rural schools where' salaries were low,

school terms short; professional requirements meager, and the gap In
4'

female/male salaries the smallest -- in short where they cost-the least.

The regions that had the largest percentage of males were also the most

backward in educational development, th@ South and Southwest.'

To understand the variability in the sexual composition of, the labor

.force in teaching', 'it is essential to-shift.to a different kind of analysis,

to a3k how .nd why urban and rural school districts tended,to operate as

different labor markets; each split by gender. We thus t'tirn to the orga-

nizational charaCter of urban and rural schools and their relatiAr to

.r.

their surrounding communities, aware that in the century from 1870 to

1970 there was a gradual convergence between schools in cities and country-

.

side and a lagged regional drift toward greater standardization.

. .

Atthur Stinchcombe has observed that institutldns contine to re-

flect the organizational structure they displayed at the time of their

founding.
17 Thus construction crafts like carpentry or bricklaying, for

example, which are very old, 'tend to be organized quite differently from

.0

modern produCtionzline factories. So it was with rural ana urban schools.

The country school reflected in its structure and fenctioning the free-

hold famAly farms that typically constituted its environment. Until the



20th century few rural teacheks he't more than an elementary school

education. Teachers were typictlly local young people in their late

:teens ori/Oarly twenties, often selected by school trustees from among

their. own relatives. Teachers' wages were often seen as spoils of

trustees' office,-a way 10 recoup taxes for the family income.
18

in the

school a young man (brother) or w9man (sister) supervised a small number

of children (often no more than ten) of different ages drawn from the

immediate neig'borhood. Roles in the school were more familial than

bureaucratic; organization was flexible. Older children were exnPetted to

help the younger ones while the teacher supervised recitations. Often

parent\and other patrons gathered to ',ear what the children had learned

or to witness a spelling bee. In ma4' pares of the country teachers went

house to-house to "beakA-tround," eating and sleeping at the homes of the

pacents of the pupils. 19

Th-lughout most of the nineteenth centur;,Che,kural school was the

modal public school. In 1880,Over 77 percpnt of Americans lived in rural

areas, yet pnly 46.7 percent of public school funds were spent on rural--

schools.
20 Except in the heavily urbanized states, the rural schools,.

were open generally less than half as many days as the city schools. As

late as 1919 Nebraska school law required districts of fewer than 20 pupils-

to be open only four months, whereas districts with over 75 students had

to be in session for nine months.
21

Even short rural school years were

often divided into .two or three separate terms, often with different teachers.

Typically, the school calendar was designed to match the need for the labor

of children -- and teachers -- on the Sam.

The tiring of a teacher in thee rural areas approximated a _free

competitive market in which the roiel for school trusteos was probably
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hiring a hand to work on tha farm or a young woman as house'helper.

They wanted to economize and to get the most productivity for the !east

motley. Often when the state fends ran out after a few weeks, the parents

chipped in private tution to pay the teacher for a longer term. A. Georgia

county superintendent said that patrons paid teachers accordidg to their

assessment of the merit' of the teachers "just as a person might be,eiployed

by a private individual."22 Under such conditions of an open market, in

which entry requirements were low, trustees bargained w4.th women' nd men

ifor their services. Cost was clearly a very important factor in the
,

i

trustees' decisions about whom to hire, but so, also, were their i preCon- /

ceptions about sex-linked abilities. Where school terms were s lit into

summer and winter sessions, with young children'in the_sommertime, trus-

tees commonly hired women as appropriate teachers in the summer months.

4

During the winter term, however, when older boys entered the 4chool in

large numbers (for rural schools tended to have a wide age.range in enroll-:,

ment), trustees , preferred men as teachers because they,c2nsidered

them better disciplinarians and more competent in teaching m414 youth.

Thus they were willing 'to pay a small salary premium to obtain, their

services.

\Over time, however, as women showed that they could succeed A
teachi4g older children and as fewer men began to apply (for reasons we

shall e*amine), women gradually replaced men in country schools. During--

much of the nineteenth century 4.1 certain rural sectors of the country,

teaching in the winter term in ,ountry schools was not clearly sex-labeled

as an occupation.
23

14

1
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What were the reasons why bOth men and women wanted to enter this

labor market? Women had few alternative occupations. hey could work in

their own,or neighbors' homes, butunlike the youn Ten, they could pot

so easily migrate to cities or to new land Opening up in the west, for

custom dictated that they live in established families.' For young women

awaiting marriage, teaching was thus an attractive opportunity to earn

cash in a farm economy where such jobs were rare. Such income was Ovwelcome

addition to.the family economy when daughters lived at home and sometimes

permitted young women to earn a dowry.' In addition, it was a respectable

occupation which gave her a certain visibiliq as a possible !marriage

-partr, as well as a- opportunity fol sociability in lonely dispersed

settlements. The marriageable school warm became a staple of American

fiction, particularly westerns.
24

MA, by contrast, had more opportunities to move away from farm

.Communities or to perform alternatiye rural work such as lumbering or

trapping construction during the off-season. But teaching a short term

in a con y hotl had an appeal'for males as well as females. It was

one of the very ew non-manual jobs available, it provided cash income,

and it was a =eful stepping steam for a person eager to establish himself

in the communit . If ,a young man wanted to get started as a minister,

politician, shopkeeper, or lawyer, -a position as schoolmaster gave him

visibility. He could also easily combine teaching in a winter term with

farming his own homestead the rest of therm. The job required almost

no preparation, took only a few weeks out of. the year, and had low oppor-

e,

tunity costs.
25
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However, when rural school terms lengthened and were combined into

a continuous year and when standards for tertification rose, women began

t? replace men as teachers. Rural wages in teaching did not rise sub-

stantially, and even for a full year teaching term of six to eight months,

the salary was barely sufficient to support one person, much less a family.

Pay for teaching was still attrgctive, however, to a.woman living at home

inexpensively as boarder in ?farmfarm family. But for a man the long

school term and the hiss.e.r entry costs (new lawi required certifi-

cationor attendance at teachers' institutes) were greater barriers. He

could no longer teach aJew weeks for cash and then pursue another job as

his primary occupation. Interrupting other activities to attend'A summer

teachers' institute or to bone up for a county examination seemedinot

worth the effort, if measured against alternative uses of his time and money.

In Wisconsin, in 1902, rural teachers estimated the direct costs of insti-

tutes, books and other professionally related expenses as almost one

month's salt*ry.
26 As the. school term lengthened and professional require-

,

ments increased in Nebraska, male teachers droppedfrom a majority in 1870

to only about 12 percent in 1910; By 1920 there were only eight states

with mbre than 20 percent male teachers, only one with more than 30 percent;

these were predominantly rural states with relatively short terms and

scantylmreaucratic controls.
27

.In effects the longer terms and increased standards for entry

turned teaching into a oara-profession, as Thomas Morain observed in his

study of the feminization of teaching in rural Iowa. A little "profession-

siltation" of this sort drove men out of teaching, for it increased the

opportunity costs without resulting in commensurate increases in pay. By .
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contrast,professionalization of more lucrative and prestigious fields

like medicine or law -.- including the upgrading of training' programs

and licensing requirements -- tended to drive women out of those.occu-.

pations, sometimes by.deliberate quotas in male-dominated graduate

schools.
28

IV

While technically a part of the same "common school system" as the

rural school, urban public schools were quite different structurally and

constituted in many respecte a different labor market.' The Gcho ear

in the city was often double what it was in poor and sparsely-settled"

rural areas. In 1880, for example, in 32 of the 38 states, urban schoOls

were open over 180 days and in 25 states morethan 190 days, compared

with a nationwide average of 130 days. That year cities spent $12.62

per capita on education compared with only $3.28 in rural areas. Accord-

ing to Lewis Solmon, the foregone earnings of pupils in the city were

vastly greater than those of rural youth since he long school term and-

different employment patterns in urban economies meant .that it was not

ao'eapi!to do seasonal work as it was on the farm. Teaching in cities

typically paid from two to three times higher salaries than in, the country-

side.
29 Because of the long term, it was normally the teacher's only

occupation.

Although there was some individual bargaining over wages with school

board members or the superintendent,, it became more and more common for

cities to set uniform salary schedules for men arid women at the different

levels of the system (sometimes by grade of certificate and by years of



experience). City teachers typically were considerably older:better

educateci, and more experienced than those in the country. A large pro-

portion of then! had attended a citynormal school. Most important, fcr

our purposes, was a strong emerging sexual patteih of eMplOyment in city

schools: Woien outnumbered men by about ten to one, and women taught in

the lower grades while the men worked in the higher grades and as managers.
30

The sex segregation of women in the lower Lungs of urban school

bureaucracies was not simply an unplanned result of inevitable economic

anu cultural forces, though those larger forces obviously' played an im-

portant part. It was also the result of a deliberate policy adopted it

the b {-th of_a very important organizational invention: the graded-school.

From the beginning of that institution -- which many trace to the Quincy

School in Boston in 1847 -- promoters of the graded school argued that

women should be the primary. teachers while men should be retained as grin-

_

cipals or superintendents. They used the familiar arguments about women'S

superior underitanding of small children and their cheaper wages but added

to these theaaii that women would also. be more willing to follow the

direction of their superiors. It was no easy matter to bureaucratize the

older urban schools, which had typically been a somewhat miscellaneous'

collection of claseroomi presided over by fairly autonomous-masters and

mistresses. Male teachers, especially, resisted being told what to do,

as Horace Minn found when he criticized the Boston schoolmisters. By

contrast, ,.n the patriarchal society of mid-nineteenth century America,

it was expected that women teachers would follow the lead of male super-

visors.
31
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In its early forms, the graded school was predicated on a specified

curriculum broken down by age-levels and taught by teachers who were to

be carefully supervised. Children were to be taught step by step and

advanced when they had passed the examination for their grade level.

Many of the architects of the new order in-Urban schools pointed to the

Mho.

new factories as a partial model fo the new-style school. The superin-.

tendent (male), or the picallyale in smaller systems, though

often female in large ones hea a mali superintendent) was to ensure

discipline in the system, thereby alleviating concern about whether women

could control the older boys. Where women were hired as principals in

urban systems, they typically worked in primary schools where they super-

vised only women. The parts of the system were to be fitted t ether

with machine-like precision. As city normal classes in the-high schools

proliferated, they trained young wo46 in precisely the techniques and

4 knowledge they needeCas teachers.32

The sex - segregation. of women in the lower grades of city schools,

supervised by male managers, foreshadowed similar developments toward

the end of the nineteenth"centuryin otherfcomplex public and
private

institutions: nurses inlitospitals, workers in libraries, clerical staff
- .

in big businesses, or saleswomen in large stores. These jobs were higher

'1

in status than proletarian factory work; they required respect/ale demeanor

..

*

and (with the possible exception of salesworkers) sturdy cognitive skills;

they demanded little pre job training; they linked well with what were

thougheto be distinctively female interests end abilities; and they could'

be adapted to relatively high turnover when women married, since a stable

cadre of male career administrators or
prufessionals could remain securely

in command.
33
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V

It was partly to solve the problems of continuity of, 'control in

an occupation chiefly populated by young and transient women that edu-

cators insisted that male teachers and administrators be retained in the

city systems. In fact, male as wel4 as female teachers showed high turn-

over rates, while someopourelimade urban teaching a.lifelong career. But

the stereotype that men were "permanent" members of the work, force and.

woienronly temporary led school boards to an assumptiOn about the perceived

managerial training costs: that they could decrease their overall managel'

meta training costs (mainly the costs of having inexperienced managers)

by hiring only Men for the top jobs. In most urban systems it wan expected

or required that women employees resign when they married (even after 1940,

when married women were hired to help alleviate the teacher shortage, they

customarily left the occupation at least during the time when they raised

small children).
34

Men in-urban systems, by contrast, had clear-cut careen ladders

that led into adminietration. They were expected to work full-Ome,through- ,

out their careers and ro be ambitious for advancement. Thus they could

demonstrate their loyalty and visibility, Marriage was not a source of .

difficult role conflicts between home demands and work for men but prac-

tically a contingency for advancement; male supet,Atendents of achools,

for example, have almost all been married, whereas the small contingent

of prominent woman administrators have typically been single, widotxed

or divorced.--
As

Male career educators had important advantages in linking the schools

to the community. Because of men's higher status in the culture *14 their

go
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access to all-male coomunity ,rganizatione, they could interact more

easily than women with male power-wield'ers, socially and politically.

And in an eiterprise'in which goals and measure' of achieVemen were often

diffuse and hard to assess, it -gas reassuring to have leaders whose social

characteristics were,of high repute. It is thus not surprising that

superintendents were almost all male, middle-aged, white, Protestant,

and experienced in education. This gave public schools a higher social

credit rating. Wi'Ain the oyster, the same status characteristics ve
,

them an advantage in controlling their young, female subordinat s, the

teachers.. Very few male teachers remained long in education, but for

those who did, career ladders opened up in the urban schools.36

Fducational associations also provided an important forum for Lale

leaders, o place in which they could establish regional or even Rational

-reputations. A number of the educational associations founded in the

middle of the nineteenth century -- like the NEA -- barred women at first.

Some -- like -Phi Delta Kappa -- remained all-mile until very recent years.

Founded in 1857, the NEA did not have a woman president until 1910, and

did not elect a woman classroom teacher as president until 1928. State

educational associations had much the same record of male dominance, even

though women far outnumbered the men. A large pAportion of the men who"

led both the state and national--associations-were-ndministratora.
37

But one way in which these male bosses blurred the real linet'of

power both in the educational associations and in the school systemsthey

administered was by appealing to an ideology that supposedly linked leaders

and led. In the,mid-nineteenth century cite dominant ideology was that of

an evangelical Protestant mission to educate the youth of the republic.

4
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We join forces, men and women, leads and led, in a common cause, they

argued, and women imbued with this evangelical conception of their task

could join an eduCational mOvement led by men in Ruch the same spirit

ln,which they could join a Methodist church run by a male minister. Later

the ideology of educational associations slowly shifted to a diffuse

."professionalism" that decreed that we are all professionals together,

superintendent and first -grade teacher. Whether religious or professidnal,

such ideologies masked actual power relationships.
38

Sometimes, however, important:splits
developed in the ranks of

tepcher organizations along the potential divihe of gender. From their

earliest days educational organizations debated whether men and women

teachers shoUld receive equal pay for equal w-rk. They typically decided

piously that they should but then ignored the actual disparities.
39

But

when women in cities formed their own'sex-segregated organizations to push
,

for eq41141.pay in the early twentieth century, men
ietaliated with ungallant

.10

zeal. Reirersing the valence of the earlier stereotype of the nurturant

mother-teacher, men complained that women teachers feminized the boys.

Indeed, perhaps feeling vulnerable as scattered males in a crowd of women,

' male leaders often stressed their masculine qualities;. especially their

ability to conquer the bully boys in the rural schools -- a common theme

in the autobiographies of male educators. As manager: in education, men,

at the turn of the twentieth century often turned to business or the mili-

tary for models for their work, just as their early predecessors had turned

to the ministry for inspiration.
40

Some women in urbp schools formed militant alllfemale 'associations

to push for equal pay, higher salaries, pensions, and other material'

22
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benefits. Urban'school teaching was one of the best jobs open to women.

It provided higher than average pay among the,"professional" category of

women's work, steady employment, and a respectable calling. But the pay

and benefits were still sca4rd to the needs of young single - not

.persons who wanted to make teaching n lifelong and self-supporting career.

In addition, militant teachers in plapes like Chicago fought 'for their

autonomy in the aaseroom and against centralization of decision-making

in instruction and supervision. In the jpurnals and records of these

leaders can be found'an eloquent sense of the common cause of women career

teachers, a stifling sense of powerles ss they often experienced as

schools became increasingly bureaucratized.
41

.0

The effects of the feminization of t'eaching can be traced not only

in the bureaucratizat.on of urban schools or in the politics of professional

O

4.1$

VI '

c.

associations. They are also obvious id the Subordination of teachers to

narrow standards of propriety imposed by local communities, especially

in,small -town America. Had. mature men constituted a majority of the teach-

ing profession, it is hard to imagine that school patrons would have insisted

on.such tight supervision of the.morals and mores of teachers as they did

for young women. Old-time rules governing the behavior otteachers now

sound like humor from Mad Magazine. As Willard Willer has s such

constraints were part and. parcel of the notion that schools should be

"museums of virtue" and their keepers paragons who exempli d."those

moral principles which the majority more or less frankly disavow for

23
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themselves but want others to practice; they are ideals for the helpless,

ideals for children and for teachers."
42

p.

It was the single woman teacher, caught in a weo of restrictive

cultural expectations, who was most helpless to resist. Within the cellu-

lar classroom and her restricted social space outaid6 shielded by the

patriarcilal suPeTintendent, women teachers were expected to exemplify

and preach abstinence'whiie community' males smoked and drank, to create

the impression that teachers reproduced by budding while seeing their

sisters and brothers produce families by other means. Whale perhaps

less strictly held to moral account than women,\bn teachers also were

# 4
restricted by the female.Victorian stereotypes At their-job, much as

a minister might be, and sometimes sought, like ministers, "to escape the

stereotype...[by becoming] breezy, virile `.e*men.'"
43-

COmmunity super-

vision of the behavior of teachers both in and out of the classroom was

more stringent, of course, in smaller communities than in pluralistic

big cities, and in both types of setting teachers have gained considerably

moresautonoay thin they had a half-century ago when Waller was writing.

VII

There have been important gender-related changes in educations]

-.employment since 1940, even though elementary school teaching has remained

largely a woman's job. Thtese new developments, like-changes in the past,

have been responses to supply and demand forces, shifting cultural values,

organizational changes and changes in the family. Of particular importance

have been the new acceptability of employment for married'women, changing

24
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configurations in educational institutions, and increasing militance

and power of educators themselves, including new roles for teacher asso-

ciations.

During most of those forty years there was an intense demand for

teachers, at first because of the war and then because of increased en-

rollments caused 133? the great bulge of pupils following the baby boom
.

and the greatly increased retention of high school students. The decline

in births during the Depression of the 1930s, coupled with a high demand

far both male and female workers in the largeV prosperous generation

following World War II, produced a labor shortage of the source of teachers

most common in the past: single young women. The vast expansion of ei-

rollments in higher education fueled by.the G.I. Bill, produced a much .

larger proportion of college graduates than in any earlier generation of

,
youtn.

44 7

At the same time, institutional changes in public education created

different patterns of employment that attracted more men into teaching.

The number of one-room schools plummeted from over 130,000 in 1940 to,

fewer than 1,000 in 1980, while the number,of high school teachers more
A

Clan tripled to over 1,000,000. The urbin'a4d suburban sector of the

educational system expanded rapidly and increased in complexity of function

and hierarchy, thereby creating multiple career ladders. Despite the

shortage of teachers, dducational associations lobbied for higher educa-

tional qualifications and helped to win greater pay for teachers. In the

1960s and 1970s teacher unions and associations became more militant and

won important power in collective bargaining in most states.
45
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These intersecting changes helped to alter the characteristics of

female teachers. By 1960 women teachers were no longer the young, un-

married, mAimally educated people they had traditionally been: by then

the median age was 44, the average term of service was 14.2, about 70

percent had four years of college, and only 29 percent,wele single. Their

income of over $4000 was well above the median for women professionals and

had increased In real dollars by over one-third during the 1950s. As

happened in these years in a number of other sex-labeled fields, like

secretarial work, public school employers retained married women as

teachers and also dipped into the very large reserve labor pool of married

women who had formerly taught. A large percentage of women teachers did

drop out temporarily when their children were young, but they reentered

the occupation later, creating a bi-modal age distribution among female'

teachers.
46

Male teachers increased markedly in both elementary and secondary

schools during the post-war years. The largest absolute gain of men was

in high schools, where they grew from 103,293 in 1945-46 to 542,000 in
C-3

1978, a percentage growth of the total number from 35.7 to 54. But they

also entered the elementary schools until they numbered 203,000, a per-

centage increase from 6.4 to 17 in those years. By 1978, men constituted

almost 34 percent of all teachers, elementary and secondary combined.
47

4

This striking increase in male teachers resulted from several forces.

In the 1950s, there had been a concerted drive to attract more men into

the secondary schools, the sector which was growing the fastest. The C.I.

Bill had provided opportunities for lower-middle-class men the tradi-

tional pool from which male teachers were recruited! -- to go to college.
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And the rapid increase in the number of new administrative .positions

provided a carrot to aspiring young men.
48

Men practically monopolized the most prestigious positions -- high

school principal, or superintenderit -- as they typically,did in the past,

but in most other positions, including elementary principalships, they

registered steady gains as well. Male administrators had slightly higher

levels of educatiOn than women but they were younger and had less excerience.

Most men did not enter public school classrooms planning to remain there

throughout their careers. Typically, they sought either to move into ad-

ministration or to seek other work ourside. As long as school systems

continued their volcanic growth in the 1950s and 1960s, career ladders

were abundant for the minority of ambitious men who stayed continuously

in the profession. For women, however, the competing demands of family, --

especially the need to tend young children -- interrupted their careers,

and few planned to compete for administrative positions. The earlier,

cultural belief that woman's place was in the home was modified to allow

married women to teach, but powerful stereotypes and institutional-sexism

still persisted.
49

But not all men -- much less all women -1....ssaw their advancement in

the profession as requiring stepping into administration. 'During the

1960s and 1970s teacher.militants changed the character of educational

associations like the NEA, splitting teachers away from the administrators

4

who 1._d long the upper hand, and demanded higher pay, more control

over working conditions, and other forms of teacher Studies of

the American Federatioh of Teachers and the NEA indicate that theri,was

an important dimension of gender in this militance. In both cases men --

ale
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especially $11 urban junior high schools -- took the lead in mnbilizing

teachers. Alienated by demeaning regulations, convinced that their pay

and status were incommensurate with portunities available elsewhere to

men of comparable education awl experience, these teacher lea§ers articu-

lated grievancest attracted other dissidents, and use' techniques of

organization borrowed from other unions and from the ciVii-rights-movet-

ment in order to press their case on administrators and school boards.

The continuing teacher shortage together wiph stro4 tenure provisions

gave teachers greater protectdon in their new-found posture of resistance.

Teacher organizatiqns also became a strong interest group in 14al, state,

'and national politics.
50

In oea.last few years, of-course, conditions"have changed. Excessive

enrollments in teacher education programs and declining numbers of students

in public schools have produced teacher surpluses and layoffs in many parts

of the country. Once aggressive, now many teacher leaders are on the de-

fensive as jobs are eliminated and as citizens cut taxes. And, iro(ically,

now that the. women's moveraqfhas begun to
make educators more aware of the

nature of Institutional sexism -- as illustrated, for example, in the

grossly unequal distribution of managerial jobs -- the enterprise of public

education is not expanding bUt declining.51

VIII

-------Our-ripbft; as we said, examines' how gender has affetted teaching (and

administration) as an occupation. We explore this history partly in the

,hope that it may illuminate the sexual structuring of opportunity and hente

4
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help set policies that will produce greater equity, however clouded may

be the overall outlines of :he future in.educetion.

We close this report with a comment on our point of view towards

studying the experience of women. In women's history in recent years

there have been several approaches. One 'has lamented the exclusions

of women from the writing of mainstream history and has attempted to
.

remedy that oversight by talking about heroines who were there along

with the heroes. This contributionist approach -- popular now in high

school textbooks -7 is better than nothing, but it is generally not

1

. .

very analytic. More interesting, but partly flawed, is another approach

. 4
that portrays women as victims, usually of the actions and beliefs of men.

This tikis a step toward understanding structure but tends to downplay the

attitudes and agency of the women themselves and may present a rather
4-

wooden interpretation of patriarchy and inequality. 'Ralph Waldo Emerson's

much-admired aunt, Mary Moody'Rmerson, who,managed to educate herself and

those around her magnificently amid the press of household toil, once

wrote in her 'diary: "There is a secret pleasure in bending to circumstances

while superior to them.
"52 Many women who were apparent "victims of cir-

cumstance" constructed lives of great dignity. A number of recent scholars,

Aloes work we admire-, have gone beyond, heroines or victims to attempt

a woman-centered history which seeks to explore the relationships between,

n.themselves -- how they supported one another, how they gave meaning

to their liVis, how they attempted to change.their lives. This seems

. -

to us a fruitful approach, provided one keeps in mind the particular in-

stitutionsand the broader social structure within which these relationships

take.stialie.53
o
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We accept all three approaches as partially useful. Women teachers

*did contribute enormously to public edneation, and some were genuine cul-
,

tore heioes. Women teachers were victims -- paid tiny wages, channeled

by prith cultural values, and denied access to advancement in the system.

Women teachers, especially in the seminaries and in.city teachers' asso-

ciations, did create bonds of sisterhood and did act collectively in some

of the most impressive forms of militance that women achieved. But what

we wish to stress in this study is the sexual structuring of society, and

particularly of the public school, within which both women and men teachers

in systematic ways plied their craft and lied their lives. We hope that

a clearer understanding of the roots and dynamics of gender inequality

in educational employment will hasten its demise.
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